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PREFACE 

The following are a collection of articles and writings published 

by the nationalist Thomas Devin Reilly in the United Irishman, 

which was run by John Mitchel shortly before his arrest, and 

the Irish Felon, founded by John Martin with James Fintan 

Lalor as its primary contributor in 1848.  

Born in Monaghan, Devin Reilly became a prominent member 

of the Irish Confederation, a more revolutionary strain of the 

Young Ireland movement. A contemporary of Mitchel and 

Lalor, he shared in both their radicalism, particularly on the 

labour question, as well as in their invective.  

Following the collapse of the Young Ireland rebellion, Devin 

Reilly fled to America. In the 1910 work Labour in Irish History 

by James Connolly, Connolly wrote of Devin Reilly’s time in 

America: 

“When in exile in America, after the insurrection, he was chosen by the printers of 

Boston to edit a paper, the Protective Union, they had founded on co-operative 

principles to advocate the rights of labour, and was thus one of the first pioneers of 

labour journalism in the United States – a proud and fitting position for a true Irish 

revolutionist. As writer in The American Review he wrote a series of articles on the 

European situation, of which Horace Greeley said that, if collected and published as 

a book, they could create a revolution in Europe.” 

Devin Reilly however died in 1854, at the young age of 30, and 

is buried in Washington D.C. An almost forgotten Irish 

nationalist, his writings nearly lost to time, we hope that in 

preserving the writings of one of the greatest of the Young 

Irelanders, that his legacy can be preserved also.  
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I. 

To The Council of the Irish 

Confederation 
From The United Irishman, (Vo. 1), 12th February, 1848. 

GENTLEMEN, - I feel it my duty to decline for the present 

further attendance at the council, or at the public meetings of our 

body. I take this step with great regret, but with greater hope. It 

is to me a theme of sorrowful reflection, that I, an original 

member of the Irish Confederation, should almost within “a year 

and a day” from its formation, be compelled, even for an hour, 

to retire from its ranks.  

But I believe that temporary retirement is the best and wisest 

course I can adopt for the existence of the body, and the growth 

therein and thereout of the principles I hold. To preserve that 

body, that at some future time it may become a true weapon for 

the liberation of my country, and to implant and rear those 

principles upon which and which alone, in my opinion, Ireland 

can ever train herself to freedom, I would cheerfully sacrifice 

much mere than the position of an acting member of your 

council, and the political intercourse which I have enjoyed with 

those, who, during the past year, laboured with me there, and 

for the great majority of whom I beg now to express sentiments 

of grateful respect.  

However, though I voluntarily retire to prevent further division 

in our body, and to permit the healthy growth of particular 

opinions, I beg neither the Council nor the Confederation will 

misunderstand me relative to certain proceedings which have 

lately taken place. Although you, I conceive, have left me no 
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other alternative than to retire or submit, I deny your right to put 

to me that alternative. Although every one of the resolutions 

lately passed by the council, and at the public meeting of Friday 

last, virtually excludes me from participation in your further 

proceedings, I deny your right so to exclude me by a single one 

or all of those resolutions, and maintain my right to resist them, 

each and all, whensoever I please.  

Although those resolutions purport to change the fundamental 

rules of the Irish Confederation, I deny that these rules are 

changed, that it was competent in you or the late meeting to 

change them, or that the resolutions which purport to change 

them are valid or binding at all. I see in existence still the Irish 

Confederation, but I see over it now an usurpation, which no 

length of time, no resolutions, no number of votes can make 

legitimate or good.  

Against that usurpation I have struggled and failed. I retire now 

to struggle against it more successfully; and my retirement shall 

cease when that usurpation ceases, as cease it shall. The result of 

the late discussion I do not wish to regard as the triumph of men 

over men. I hope all will look on it as a struggle of principles, 

and that between those who differ, the honest difference will 

increase our reciprocal respect.  

So regarding it, I believe the principles I advocate have 

triumphed in numerical defeat; and I trust, when they shall 

become the ruling principles of the Irish Confederation, and 

when the original constitution of that body is restored, those 

who then may differ from me in the minority, will feel as little 

personally aggrieved, and continue as sternly devoted to Irish 

independence as I, who am in the minority now. 

Meantime, I ask, in my own justification, that this letter may be 
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inserted on the minutes of the Council, and read at the next 

public meeting of our body. 

I have the honour, &c., &c., 

THOMAS DEVIN REILLY 

12, Trinity-street, 7th February, 1848. 

II. 

Threats; And How To Meet Them 

From the United Irishman, (Vo. 13), 6th May, 1848 

After all, it seems Ireland is not to wait for freedom till the end 

of summer, as many “evil-disposed persons” believed – no, nor 

to the dog-days; nay, perhaps, some bright morning in June may 

not see a single foreign usurper on our soil – so greedy is Lord 

Clarendon, the Well Disposed of that immortality which is due 

to the last of every tyrant line. He cannot brook delay or 

disappointment; and we commend him for the notion. In him, 

and him alone, of men – and not in us, or in you, is the selection 

of the day on which the question of Irish independence shall be 

decided – a day not depending on the seasons, or the crops, or 

the sun, but on the moon, and himself, wholly.  

He has already fixed it twice in joke; it is the least he may have 

leave to fix it once at earnest. He has already prepared to fall by 

three several insurrections, which nobody, most provokingly, 

intended; and, to say the least of it, it is only due to his 

Excellency, as a prerogative of his Chief Governorship over us, 

and all we own, that he should be permitted to “command” one. 

A “well-disposed” Viceroy, itching for the notoriety of political 

martyrdom, and the mob sympathy of “midnight legislators,” in 

St. Stephens, is a rarity we are not used to, and the value of which 
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it is not likely we shall ever appreciate duly. And now it is but 

May, and people talk of preserving peace and order for six 

months more; and there is no perpetuity of tenure in Dublin 

Castle – nor even tenant-right – so that let one labour never so 

hard to create a rebellion, he cannot dispose of his good-will, nor 

deserve any credit, if he do not actually reap his own harvest. 

Horrible! What – after all the panic into which he has got his 

“better classes;” after all the proclamations, and addresses, and 

replies, and declarations, and assurances; after towing the Tagus 

fleet all the way to Cork, and bringing a steam frigate even unto 

Halpin’s Hole; after dragging into Ireland twice the usual 

English garrison, and keeping them awake, on iron beds, armed 

and accounted, night after night; after importing cargoes of cast 

muskets and uncast lead, roofing the bank with grenades, and 

mining the Castle from Ship-street to Cork-hill – to have no 

rebellion! It is a base design of “evil-disposed persons.” 

What! – after arming himself with one coercion bill against the 

people he feared, and another against individuals who abused 

him; after employing his agents to swear they were in terror, as 

well they might be; and getting up divers meetings of other 

agents, to declare they were not in terror, but ready to fight, if 

any rebel said “boo” to them; the poor Chief Governor, even 

after employing a head commissioner of spies to select pikes, to 

justify his trepidation, and his head law-officer to fabricate two 

indictments, and a sham grand jury to prove his nerve and 

firmness – the well-disposed Viceroy! – Nay, after by great 

exertions, restoring confidence in the drawing-rooms of Leeson-

street, and disposing troops so as, in the most scientific manner, 

to protect the pretty nursery-maids of Merrion-square, in their 

morning walks – after all this, to have not ever so little a 

rebellion! To think of a man, calling himself a chief governor, 
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and crying through the public thoroughfares for two long 

months with a piteous cry, “Will nobody, nobody rise in 

insurrection?” departing in peace and disappointment after all. 

G.W.F. Villiers returning to London as he came, after all this, 

with his carriages, and servants, and aides-de-camp, packed up 

and tied, having merely paid his bills and made his bow to 

admiring shopkeepers, would be the object of derision. 

But her Majesty’s chief governor of Ireland, flying from a capital 

in insurrection, after, mayhap, knocking about in an open boat, 

like his Majesty “the great unwashed” Count Neuilly, or 

denuded of his last change of linen, which is the modern 

costume of royalty, would be quite another thing. Political 

disgrace would be the result of the former. The latter would 

entitle him to the coronet of a Marquis, and a seat at the table of 

kings. It is plain, then, his Excellency must have an insurrection, 

hit or miss, if only to save his character.  

And the style in which he goes about getting it up is so like 

himself, that we need only sketch it. A week ago it was known 

that “evil-disposed” persons contemplated peace, law, and 

order, for some months. Next day it was universally known that 

the “Lord Lieutenant in council” contemplated quite the 

contrary; and to carry out his intention, resolved to lay on 

proclamations. Magistrates of Dublin county, paid and 

otherwise controlled, were immediately called together by him, 

and desired to address him, to the purport of the proclamation 

then and there prepared, and of other proclamations of which he 

wished to give public notice.  

The magistrates met, as ordered; addressed, as ordered; and 

before the address was in the Viceroy’s hands, the proclamation 

which was to be supposed to have emanated from it, was 

divined, singular to say, by the Queen’s printer, and posted on 
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the Castle gates by the Queen’s bill-sticker. The address was, 

however, duly presented; for these well-fed justices of the peace 

were ordered to complain of the “indiscriminate” manufacture 

and possession of arms by ill-fed people; and did accordingly. 

His Excellency, by pre-arrangement, administered 

indiscriminate condolence: and assured them that if ill-fed 

people should “indiscriminately” continue to manufacture and 

purchase “weapons which could only be intended for bad uses” 

– that is, pikes – he would proclaim Dublin by virtue of a bill to 

suppress “agrarian outrage.” Hence follow two important facts 

– one, in Vice-regal evidence; the other, in Vice-regal law. 1st. 

That pikes can only be made for “bad uses;” and, second, that to 

make or buy a pike in a city is an “agrarian outrage” – it is hard 

to say on what, unless it be on a harrowing pin. 

However, this you see is the state of the law. Lord 

CLARENDON has authority to consider a certain fabric of iron 

– viz., one pike – an agrarian outrage – to place a city where such 

continue to be made under coercion, and disarm it – that is, if it 

lets him. Lord CLARENDON has, further, one BROWNE, a head 

draftsman of agrarian outrage; who has one KIRWAN, to order 

agrarian outrage, at three shillings and six-pence; who has 

innumerable smiths, glad to earn an honest penny, no matter 

whether “law” may call it agrarian outrage or bigamy. 

Whence it follows, by virtue of this machinery, that 

CLARENDON, BROWN, KIRWAN, SMITH, JONES, or 

ROBINSON, may place Dublin, before this ink is dry, under a 

bill to prevent Tipperary men from shooting bad landlords. Or, 

denuding the matter of law and logic; that there is in Dublin 

Castle a proclamation, cut and dry, for domiciliary visits to, and 

the disarming of, the citizens of Dublin, waiting Lord 

CLARENDON’s pleasure. And without BROWN or KIRWAN, 
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this may be laid on any time. For we advise every man to arm 

himself while he can, cheaply and conveniently. It has always 

been the right of man to arm – it is still the “legal” right of 

Irishmen – it is now, more than ever, their duty to assert that 

right. Limerick is already proclaimed – how the citizens of that 

city will act, we know not. But how the people of Dublin should 

act, should their city be proclaimed, is plain. In the first place, if 

Dublin be disarmed in peace and quiet, there is an end of Ireland. 

The capital secure, English rule can ride rough-shod over every 

province with ease.  

Distrust, dispiritment, cowardice, will spread over the land. Men 

everywhere will submit to the like ignominy, and quote the 

capital in defence of their conduct. We shall be the cause of our 

country’s ruin, the object of our tyrants’ derision, and of the 

loathing and hate of men – what! After all our boasts, after 

cramping our means to purchase arms, after pledging ourselves 

before earth and heaven to defend our liberty to the death, 

tamely and hound-like, at the bidding of an English Viceroy, to 

gather up our guns, and pikes, and swords, and march up Dame-

street and Cork-hill, and lay them meekly and submissively at 

his feet? Or ask leave to take them up again, and carry back, 

amid grinning soldiers, brands, and licenses home to our 

children? Or what till an emissary of the Castle enters our 

houses, insults our families, discovers our weapons hidden like 

secret crimes, and drags us off in felon’s gyves to the felon’s cell? 

Are any of these the courses we shall adopt? Is this, indeed, the 

lesson we of the capital are about to teach our fellow-

countrymen the island over? Is this the proof we are to give the 

nations of Europe of the truth, and courage, and manhood of 

Irishmen? Or shall we, when the day of “surrender” comes, 

withdraw into our houses, place our children in the most secure 

room, barricade door and window, oil gun and sharpen pike, 
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and – when a police constable or other emissary of the Castle 

knocks politely at our door, and, without offence, requests our 

arms – politely, and without offence, from an upper story, 

answer, “No.” Shall we or shall we not, when force is resorted 

to, reply by force, and defend our houses, and properties, and 

lives, to the last, and sell them with our hearts’ blood only? 

These are grave questions, which we may have to answer 

practically soon, and which it is as well to consider beforehand. 

If we adopt any of the former courses, we shall fail – fail 

irredeemably, and with dishonour. If we adopt the last, we may 

fail as individuals – we may fail as citizens, but we shall nobly 

and honourably fail. Right, justice, and honour will be on our 

side; and, in any event, our countrymen and the watchful 

nations of Europe will not be slow to avenge us. 

Or we may not fail.  

Perchance the means which the citizens of Paris, Vienna, and 

Berlin, Milan, and Palermo, have successfully and nobly used to 

resist unjust aggression, may not be found wholly inapplicable 

to the defence of our honour, our manhood, and our lives. A man 

knocked on the head at a street corner, or shot through a 

window, or bayonetted, is a small matter in the abstract; but 

when this is done by a foreign usurper, pursuing a course of 

lawlessness, and crime, and brigandage, unprecedented in 

history; alternately slaughtering by famine and slaughtering by 

the sword a people too long patient and too inhumanly 

submissive – when this is done upon a man defending his right 

and his honour, at once discharging a public duty, and resisting 

a private wrong, maintaining law against ruffian despotism, and 

common human liberty against national oppression – when a 

crime like this is done on such a man, his body becomes the 
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threshold of freedom, and from his wounds are heard tongues 

which tyrants never hear but once. 

T. DEVIN REILLY.  
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III. 

The Man In Jail For Ireland 
From the United Irishman, (Vo. 15), 20th May, 1848 

Fifty years ago, and fifty such years, Ireland, ruled for England 

by landlords, stood, as she stands to-day, on the brink of deeper 

ruin, or of victory. From one end to the island to the other, a 

network of organization held all her sons together in the bond 

and oath of the United Irishmen. 

Leinster and Munster were armed and ready – the north 

completely organized and Republicanized. Burying in the holy 

brotherhood of Tone all religious discord, the people, ground by 

landlords and cheated by lawyers, had at last resolved to fight, 

shoulder to shoulder, for land, for life, and liberty. 

All held the one true faith – the Irish faith; and, from the 

Presbyterian of the north to the brave priest of Wexford, 

worshipped one saint common to manhood, the only saint of 

freedom – the sword. In the heart of England there was 

“sedition,” and “treason,” and complaining people who worked 

and starved – in Scotland, rebellion – in the English armies, 

disaffection, and poor pay, and drilling, and toil – in her navies, 

mutiny. 

Her resources were crippled, her difficulties amassed about her. 

At Boulogne was a camp of invaders – under the shores of the 

French coast a French fleet ready to sail for Sussex and Kent – 

while the Directory of the French Republic, under CARNOT, 

pledged to Ireland’s redemption, moved heaven and earth to it 

out a new expedition to her shores. And just fifty years ago – ay, 

just one half century dead and gone, this 20th morning of May, a 

man was dragged wounded and bleeding into Newgate’s walls, 
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never to leave them. In his hand was the rule of that mighty 

organization - at his nod were ready to burst forth, in arms, two 

hundred and fifty thousand men. He was the hero of our fathers, 

the centre of chivalry and love – his name was a spell amongst 

the Ulster Republicans, and at its mention the peasant of the 

south wept tears of pride in the man who dare to fling down his 

rank, and trample on his ruffian class, and stretch forth his arm 

for the PEOPLE. 

He was the chief Republican of Ireland – a man whose every act, 

and word, and thought, was for his country – who sacrificed all, 

his rank and wealth, his wife, and children, and liberty, for her 

freedom – LORD EDWARD FITZGERALD. 

And he died in jail among his enemies. He was seized on by the 

tyrants of our country, and cut off by the dagger or the doctor. 

The people for whom he yielded up his soul stood by, with 

Dublin in their hands, and never struck one blow for him – and 

they never recovered that – never.  

The chief leader gone in peace and quiet, other leaders, one by 

one, were dragged to the jail, the gibbet, or the transport ship. 

The English oligarchy followed up the first blow, which none 

were bold and honest enough to return. Upon the ranks of the 

united came disunion, and faint-heartedness, and distrust, and 

cowardice, and treachery, and betrayal. 

“Opportunity” after “opportunity” offered itself and passed 

away neglected; for a people who have not the courage to be just, 

can never have the wisdom to be brave. In vain did Ulster and 

south Leinster rise in insurrection – after yielding LORD 

EDWARD, Dublin had not the heart to move. In vain were the 

barracks, and forts, and magazines, in the hands of “disaffected” 

soldiers, waiting to be asked – in vain did militia in Ulster trim 

their ranks with the people – in vain came the difficulties of 
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England abroad; the insurrection of starving labour, the crash of 

banks at home – the mutiny of her navies at the Nore – the Scotch 

revolt – nay, in vain, in vain, came that which dreamers dream 

of now – French aid for Irish freedom. The heart of freedom – the 

last pulse of true Irish liberty died with LORD EDWARD in his 

cell. The hand of God was upon the people who stood coolly by 

and saw that brutal murder of their glorious chief. All things 

went wrong with them – the Orangemen of the north newly 

reclaimed to liberty, at once lost faith in a people who could act 

so basely and changed sides thenceforth. France, disheartened 

and disgusted, forsook the cause of Ireland for ever, got up a 

mock expedition to discharge her pledge, liberated Italy, and 

made peace, without a thought of us or our county – and from 

that day to this, Ireland a nation has been wiped from the history 

of the world. 

And oh! My countrymen, look back over these fifty years – over 

the long, interminable train of ills, and woes, and insults, and 

ignominies, doomed upon our country from that hour. Then 

began the reign of terror – the “Riding School, in Earl-Street;” the 

fame of Hepenstal, and Norbury, and Sirr, and Beresford. Then 

began the British constitution on the drum-head, and the court 

of the triangle, and the judgement of the lamp-post – a reign of 

terror, which with coercion bills and martial law, and landlord 

tyranny, and German janissaries, and Welsh butchers, and 

assassin Lord Lieutenants, has lasted, in one shape or other, to 

this hour. 

This city, then beautiful and passing wealthy, has become a 

painted sepulchre – her marts, barracks; her palaces, the night-

houses of homeless beggars; the streets of her workmen, foul and 

rootless ruins – Jew money-changers in her fairest dome – and 
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in her streets lean workmen, and idiocy looking from the wolfish 

eyes of want. 

Plague on plague – the seventhfold seventh plague has swept 

over the land, till men despair of God, and die amid their dead 

wives and babes upon their cold hearthstone, blaspheming. 

Black, broken, roofless walls line the roads, and in the fields they 

digged are trenched, in ranks six and eight deep, a dead army of 

one million slaves, to manure rich grass for English bullocks. We 

have been declared surplus in our own land, to be starved and 

got rid of. Where our fathers looked to Heaven and their hands, 

we are brought to look to the workhouse door, and the mercy of 

the union clerk. 

To such straits have our enemies reduced us - to such cruel 

tyrannies have we submitted, that even the heart of the Turk, on 

the distant shore of the Dardanelles, at the far end of Europe, 

was so touched that he sent us the aims of beggars. Ay! The story 

of these fifty years is one long, low groan of a nation doomed to 

torture. 

And now, on this same 20th of May, in a cell beside that where, 

fifty years ago, Lord Edward was abandoned to death – beside 

that whose walls still ring with the cry of defiance to which he 

gave his last spasm of life, “Come on, come on – damn you, come 

on!” – there another man sits a prisoner, for the same holy cause 

of Irish liberty – one more true Irish felon, JOHN MITCHEL. 

Yes! Into the same dungeons – the graves of the United Irishmen 

of old – where the old man was murdered, and the loving 

brothers hanged, the hand of God has led back their spirit and 

their name, to test this generation too. Into the sepulchre the soul 

has entered again, to rise thereout in the majesty of freedom, or 

the terrible wrath of a nation’s vengeance. Round that living 

felon’s head are the memories of the past, and the hopes for the 
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future – his cause is the one old cause of our fathers, and no new 

clap-trap monkery at all. 

The soil of Ireland for the lives of the Irish people – the rule of 

Ireland by the will of the Irish people – the freedom of Ireland 

by the arms of the Irish people – these are his and theirs, one and 

indivisible. Stepping back over fifty years, he lifted Irish liberty 

out of Emmet’s blood, where the dogs of Thomas-street licked it; 

and holding it up on high, in its beauty, its purity, its splendour, 

its glory, side by side with English Whiggery and Toryism, and 

families and out-door relief, and “situations,” and Soyer 

brutalities, and levees, and starvation, and the debasement of 

provincial beggary, and the abhorrence and scorn of nations – he 

asked you, my countrymen, which you chose; and so he takes 

his stand in the felon’s dock on Monday. For you. His are no 

sordid aims of self or class. The nationality he has taught is not 

the glorious nationality of landlord rule – not the nationality of 

more rents, more exterminations, more poor-houses, more 

graves – not the tragic farce of ’82, whose owners ruled only but 

by the disarmament of the people, and, even then, to repress the 

people, sold the nation they robbed to a higher robber. 

No! – The destiny he sought for his country is not a limited 

provincialism – not a “crown and connexion” cheater – not a 

golden link, by which, like my lady’s lap-dog, Ireland should be 

longer led at the tail of an English Queen. He never stuffed 

delusion down your throats – never shoved himself between 

you and your tyrants, to stay your freedom and your arms – 

never stretched out his hand to tear the bread from the 

starveling’s lips, and fling him into despair again. 

Popularity, personal influences, vulgar eliquery, or clap-trap, 

were never his means or his aim. He worked against popular 

opinion, without a clique, or a party, or organised body, of any 
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sort, at his back – without pandering to this sect or that, or this 

hierarchy or that – without jealously or flattery – without secrecy 

or trick – but open and plain as the sunlight – relying on the 

omnipotence and majesty of Truth, the immortal beauty and 

serene purity of Freedom, the right of this old Irish land to Irish 

life, and the brawny arm and the noble heart of the working 

man. 

And how he has succeeded, the bars which shut him out from 

liberty prove. Why is he there, but because he is the most mortal 

enemy of our enemies? Why is he there, but because his words 

have entered into, and become, those of the people – because the 

paupers whom he has brought back to manhood – the starveling, 

to whom he has taught the right to eat the produce of his labour, 

the artisan and the tiller are hand in hand in arms at his back? 

Why is he there, but because he has struck the true chords of the 

Irish heart – because now are heard throughout Ireland the tones 

which our tyrants tremble most to hear. 

Now that he is locked up in jail, I, his friend, can speak of him. 

We all recollect that day; it is not many moons since when the 

Council of the body he helped to found and strengthen 

repudiated him. Of that meeting there were but 188 who agreed 

with him that the Irish people should arm, to win and hold their 

liberty. Recollect the time. Democracy was asleep in Europe – 

France had apparently sunk under the military rule of Louis 

Philippe – England had passed in safety over the year 1847 – her 

stocks were fair, her people stupidly inert under the lazy 

imbecility of the Whigs – Ireland had undergone a famine the 

most frightful the world has ever seen, without striking one 

blow for land or life – nay, the gale-day of November, the last 

such gale-day we can ever see, was past – the last harvest was 
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swept to the English shores, in peace, law, and order; and ’48, 

with its silent slaughter, was upon us. 

A coercion bill and a well-looking chief-butcher to her Majesty 

sufficed to hold us, emaciated and despised, to the earth. Even 

the landlords were easy. Tipperary was disarmed, and a special 

commission was made to close the rent receipts of last 

November. Altogether it was the saddest and most ominous 

period of our history. We were about to end forty years 

“agitation,” by the wholesale slaughter of one million, and to 

enter on a new course of patient degradation, of pauper diet, and 

parish coffins, and milk and water bubbles of speech. 

The ruffian aristocracy had taken their final stand with the 

English – O’Connellite agitation had reduced the middle classes 

to the lowest state of boon-craving abasement. The people were 

fast losing hold of the land; and even in Ulster tenant-right was 

going. 

To the followers of the old school, who could not live and die 

without moaning somewhat, nor get on at all without 

“agitation,” nothing seemed possible but the old patriot 

rigmarole of committees, resolutions, speeches, addresses, 

elections, and all that. The Council of the only body in Ireland 

which pretended to represent the nation, resolved on 

“constitutional operations,” and seven years more of 

“education, organization, and conciliation,” of a people fast 

sinking into idiocy, poorhouses, and fever graves. But on this 

starving people no man relied. 

Save one. Then it was, in that dark, gloomy, despairing time, that 

this one man, who now lies in gaol, resolved the people should 

not be deserted – that the tenant-right should not be sold or 

sacrificed to any class – that they should not be wholly 

pauperised, wholly robbed, wholly starved, without a struggle. 
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He staked his life and liberty on that. He knew that if they did 

not strike for their own lives, it was because no man dared to 

show them how. He showed them how – he taught them that 

this rule which choked them was a dream, an unreality, a vile 

incubus, which it needed but one bold blow, even by one man, 

to dissipate for ever. And on Saturday night last, as he walked 

into the batch of Newgate, he triumphed. The rest remains with 

us. 

Yes! The right of the Irish farmers to the Irish soil, of the Irish 

worker to food and life, of the artisan to wages fit for man, of 

Irishmen to live in their own land longer, these are the questions 

to be tried in Green-street. These are the questions to which the 

sullen, steady tramp of tens of thousands round his prison walls, 

morning, noon, and night, give answer. These are the questions 

of which the dwellers of the Liberties, the men who starve on a 

meal a day, and hide their shabbiness on Sundays, lest they 

should be known – of which the dwellers nowhere, the vagrant 

natives of a vagrant land, will march in tens on tens of 

thousands, from the valleys of Wicklow, the flats of Meath, and 

the plains of Kildare, in able-bodied pauperism and lankness, 

and gaunt, famished aspect, to demand of the jury who tries him 

its opinion. 

These are the questions which shall in one week be answered – 

mayhap “legally,” by some twelve lucky, or prudent, or honest 

men – mayhap by the piled up barricade, and the flash, and roar, 

and groan, and the crush of ranks, and the chiming bells, and the 

lurid flame with its waving tongues, and the smashed jails and 

razed castles, and the thousand unutterable spasms by which 

Providence makes known to his world that “the hour has struck, 

in his decree, for the resurrection of a conquered nationality.” 
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Yes! My friends, this simple question of wages of food, of the 

right of each man to live by his toil – this question whether the 

Irish people shall be swept off million by million or not – has 

come to be the question of Irish independence. Men, in whom 

the love of Irish liberty beats as strongly as in any of us, draw 

back from this man in jail because he is a Republican. Alas1 – 

They know not what they do. There they are working away with 

devotion, greater or less, with clap-trap dignity, greater or less, 

and love of popularity, and love of respectability, greater or less, 

to “free the country,” nothing knowing how it is to be freed more 

than the child unborn. 

But some time since when he said it was by arms, they could not, 

poor-well meaning Utopians that they are, see three weeks 

before them, and now they cannot see one week. They cannot 

comprehend that daily, hourly, by the minute and second, a 

certain portion of this old Irish race is being turned into clay – a 

certain portion of Ulster tenant-right is being turned into 

nothing – that the classes above the people, from the smallest 

shopkeeper, are sinking down, down into bankruptcy, idiocy, 

mendicancy – that to insure longer life to the working man, the 

Irish people must hurl down their tyrants, and take their soil and 

its wealth into their own hands. 

They cannot see that of those hitherto feel, and who ought to be 

fed on that produce, there is truly a mighty surplus. Last 

November, for instance, there was growing in Ireland (says one 

of LORD CLARENDON’s statists) ample food for twenty 

millions of men – for two and one-half times our population, and 

now that is gone – but one poor half of us have one meal per 

diem; and thousands on thousands not even that. Yes! To live at 

all we must live in freedom; and there is but one shape freedom 

can take amongst us – a Republic. To that we are all hastening 
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under the one impulse of national preservation – some 

blindfolded, some stuttering inarticulately, some bombastically 

enough, some even wrestling hard with the power which drives 

them on – but all to that, my friends, however little they know it. 

And into that glorious type of national power, JOHN MITCHEL 

shall walk a free man from his jail. If by a jury of his countrymen 

– then so much the better: he shall have proved the truth on 

which eh started, that English rule here is an unreality – a vile, 

horrid dream – a mere goblin of the sense – to which we too long 

stupidly shrunk submissive, thinking it “government” and its 

airy mumblings, “law;” which needed but that one man should 

spit upon, and laugh at to exercise it for ever.  

And if not by a jury, then by the verdict of some thousands of 

armed citizens, ready to back the defiance he will hurl from the 

felon’s dock – and by fifties of thousands throughout the land, 

wherever want has been, and tyranny. Never – oh! Never again 

– shall the faults of ’98 bring down the just hand of an avenging 

God, in reigns of terror, and tyranny, and famines, upon a people 

ungrateful – upon men so bewildered or depraved, as not to 

know that “to be brave is to be truly wise.” 

T. DEVIN REILLY. 
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IV. 

Letter To The Citizens of Dublin 

Head Police Office, Dublin, Tuesday, 23rd May, 1848. 

From United Irishman, (Vo. 16), 27th May, 1848. 

I seize on the hour allotted me, between my committal and my 

stand in the dock, to address this letter to you, to prepare you for 

the course of tyranny to which you are about to be subjected, and 

to state my notion fully of the duties there anent, which people 

worthy of the name of citizens – which men who will not 

forswear their manhoods – should be prepared to discharge. 

Citizens, nine months ago, a great rebel against imperial rule, 

against the rule of foreigners over lands that do not belong to 

them, against the thraldom of armed aristocrats over unarmed 

democracy, Pope Pius the IX, made himself known in Rome. 

Religion consecrated his national love and his determination to 

prove it on the battle-field, and, in the name of the Most High, 

he armed the lowly unarmed, and pointed to the black eagle of 

Austria, with wing of gloom outspread, and bloody beak, 

sweeping from the Alps all over Italy. 

Then began a course of thought and action of tyrants against 

peoples, and peoples against tyrants, which has spread 

throughout the heart of every land, like an electric flood of truth 

and heroism, tumbling thrones and high places, and convulsing 

democracy into the life that seemed gone for ever, as it swept 

along. 

It began at Ferrara - there Austrian soldiery were sent to coerce, 

insult, and annoy the Italians. Citizens were arrested, and sent 

to the guard-house, and otherwise treated with indignity. The 
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houses of the people were insulted – their persons insulted – 

their families insulted. They were forbidden to walk their own 

streets; and when they attempted to do so, dispersed, or 

attacked. 

Thus began this great European struggle between tyrants and 

their slaves – and now, in Ferrara there is no Austrian eagle – no 

insulting soldier in foreign uniform to scald the eye of an Italian 

son. For the Ferrarese, driven at last to defend their lives, and 

honour rose, with the Romans at their back, and across the Po 

the Austrians columns rolled, broken and defeated. 

So, too, in Milan. The Milanese, after thirty years’ tame and quiet 

moral-force submission, were at least coerced for their very 

manhoods – for the honour of their wives and daughters – for 

the security of their homes, for their very lives, to stand at bay 

against their tyrants. They were unarmed – they had been 

disarmed – they were not like you, fully warned of the necessity 

of preparation, and permitted to prepare in peace and quiet. 

But unarmed as they were – unprepared as they were – strong 

only in the wrongs inflicted on them, and their passion of right 

– without pikes, or guns, or ammunition, rose in their native city, 

and for five days and nights fought every alley and street inch 

by inch, and conquered. Then again in Palermo – the same 

arrests, insults, coercion – the same assiduous tyranny, till it 

reached its limit; and then, too, the Palermitans prayed to 

Heaven, made one bold struggle and conquered. 

Since they resolved to die like men rather than submit to insult, 

the “golden link” of Sicily has been snapped – the Bourbon 

despot of the “united kingdom” has no united kingdom to be 

despot over more; and Sicily under native rule is fast emerging 

from starvation, disease, and imbecility, into plenty, life, and 

strength.  
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In Messina and Syracuse, there shall be no more starving, ill-clad 

artisans – in the fair plan of Enna no more desolate farmers – no 

more wan, weeping women; but happiness and comfort for 

toiling industry, and the sturdy independence of the freeman on 

his own sod, and the blessings which Liberty gives to men who 

prove their manhood by their blood. 

I need not rehearse how this glorious stream of liberty has 

passed from the Papal throne, and worked its way through 

France, and Germany, and Austria – how Paris piled the glorious 

barricade, and the women of Berlin headed their unarmed 

brothers, and the Viennese burghers shot down the mercenaries 

of their tyrant. It is enough to remember these things – to 

remember that such is the only true “open and advised” way of 

reply to tyranny, for which tyranny cares a straw – to remember 

that every system of coercion, insult, despotism, and violence, 

gathers strength from impunity – grows day by day more 

nefarious and universal the longer it is submitted to – is easiest 

met and crushed at its beginning, and if not met, will continue 

in its ills, increasing hourly till the last sham of human liberty, 

the last bare claim to life, or thought, or action, to security in our 

persons, or homes, or families, is denied, defied, and trampled 

on – as it ought to be, if men will submit to it. 

The trial to which all of the other cities of Europe have been 

subjected is now coming on you. While the rest of Ireland 

suffered under the famine of ’47, under the brutalities of poor-

houses and their officers, of landlords and their officers, you, 

closed up in this city, which possesses nothing of a capital but 

the name, turned deafly from the groans and the agonies of your 

countrymen. 

Little you knew of their sufferings; but now, on your own heads 

comes, in a more physical shape, oppression, ignominy, and 
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outrage. You see one of yourselves, a citizen, arrested for writing 

the truth – you see the jury-panel deliberately and systematically 

packed against him – you see every preparation made for his 

certain destruction which deceit can plan and tyranny execute. 

Should he be convicted, and left in the hands of is enemies, a 

weapon is then tried and proved, which can next be used against 

any of you. Nor has tyranny stayed at this: we are forbidden to 

walk our own streets, by a police ukase – by a law enacted by his 

Majesty, Colonel Brown, by and with the consent of Lord 

Clarendon and the police inspectors, in conspiracy assembled. 

And for trampling on and defying that, I am here in custody 

now. For not trampling on and defying it, some thirty of you 

were taken into custody on Friday night last, while peaceably 

walking the streets of your own proper business. In fact, a man 

of weak nerve cannot walk the streets of this city. Go where he 

will, there is nothing but files drawn up, and sabres glancing, 

and horse-police, and dragoons, whom, with as many pikemen, 

I could sweep away, like grass before the scythe. 

Licentiousness, too, is at work: but last night, I read in the 

Freeman here before me, five “officers” attempted to rape the 

servant of one of our Confederates, smashed his doors, and 

violated his house. Add to this, the fever of excitement – the 

terror of the timid, and of women – the stoppage of business – 

and that silent, stolid awe, which you all feel, and which 

presages convulsion; and I warn you that this state of things 

must, for all our sakes, be ended. 

And ended it shall be. Better, far, a day of what you call anarchy 

– which I call the first day of order that for half a century has 

interrupted the peace of tyranny, the silence of outrage, and 

frightful calm of despotism – than years, or weeks, or minutes, 

more of this. 
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T. DEVIN REILLY. 
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To the Englishman Calling Himself 

George William Frederick, Earl of 

Clarendon, Her Majesty’s Chief Legal 

Murderer and Jury-Packed General of 

Ireland. 
From The Irish Felon (Vo. 1), June 24, 1848. 

THAT I am compelled to address you now, my lord, you are the 

sole cause. You have not forgotten how he, whose humble 

follower I am, used, much to your terror and uneasiness, week 

by week, to tell you all our secrets, one by one, without 

equivocation or bombast – a plan I promise you to follow to the 

best of my ability, while this hand remains without a weapon or 

a hand-cuff. 

But an eminent diplomatist, like your lordship, a mild and 

equable chief governor, who can walk from that den of 

conspirators you call your privy council, with the blood of men 

marked out for slaughter clotting round your soul, into a 

philosophic re-union of bullock-feeders and men-starvers, and 

there talk blandly and glibly of the “state of the country” you 

willfully devastate- a man like you, who can plot in your 

chamber with that recreant bravo you call your “Catholic 

Attorney-General,” and his sheriffs, and jurors, to take away 

honest men’s liberties and lives; and then ride out in gilded 

caparison, with the tailoring of a soldier on you, and look 

Heaven in the face, and man – a “Lord Lieutenant,” I say, with a 

convenient conscience of that kind, might forget the truculent, 

base, and cowardly manner in which you have done into the 

slavery of the hulks in a distant island, your mortal enemy, and 
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my immortal friend. I will take care you shall not.  

Step by step, and week by week, free or chained, with pen in 

hand, by word of mouth, in prayer to God, I will repeat your 

infamy, and make others repeat it, till the Irish winds that 

whistle round by day, and the serpent conscience which coils 

you round by night, scowling on you, shall alike hiss in your ears 

the one word, “assassin.” 

MY LORD ASSASSIN! – For I am not so shallow a democrat as 

not to acknowledge the titles men have fairly won – you had a 

noble enemy, and you dealt ignobly with him – you had a 

chivalrous opponent, and you met him like a coward – you had 

a man of proud heart and loving soul, great and original, who 

challenged, defied, and terrified you in the open day, in the 

world’s hearing, and you, skulking behind a lawyer’s gown, and 

a judge’s petticoats, and a jury of packed, purchasable 

bankrupts, conspired against him in the dark, and did him into 

irons by a method so old, so worn, so mean, so very 

contemptible, so transparent in its infamy and its action, so 

utterly base and cowardly, that the most vulgar cut-throat, the 

poorest Tipperary “Thug,” who takes his enemy down from 

behind a ditch, decently, is a noble and brave man in the world’s 

estimation compared with you. I would wash the feet of that 

man before I would defile my hand with yours. Oh, my lord 

assassin, it was very poor, and very base. 

Just think of it: in the 18th year of the reformed constitution of 

England, of the popular, the liberal reform bill, in the 

administration of the “liberty-of-the-subject” Whigs, of the 

“justice-to-Ireland” Whigs, of the virtuous “advance-of-

civilization” Whigs, you, a Whig, enlightened, ameliorative, a 

liberty-of-opinion, truth-loving Whig – had a bill run through 
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your great London Club, declaring that to speak or write the 

truth in Ireland would thenceforth be felony. 

To be sure you might as well have said, to eat breakfast, or say 

“good morrow,” in Ireland would thenceforth be felony; and, 

indeed, had you refused to “govern” the country without a bill 

against breakfasting, or bidding “good morrow,” you would 

have got it too. Well, you got your bill; and indeed, it was 

needful, for, there was just one man in Ireland who kept 

speaking the truth – so palpably lying is your rule here – and 

you declared that he and you could not be free in Ireland 

together. 

You had an army at your back, a hireling press at your back, a 

police system, a web of detectives girding us round, paid 

pamphleteers, printing presses, landlords, merchants, itching to 

prove their loyalty to you, and their willingness to shoot and slay 

the people – you had a middle class of “lion-and-unicorn jurors” 

panting for the box – you had a coercion bill to disarm the poor, 

and hirelings to commit “outrages” wheresoever you pleased. 

All was not sufficient without your bill. The one voice of 

outspoken truth was stronger than all your machinery of 

“government.” How that voice, ringing along, drove you in 

affright, to call again and again your garrison in arms, and keep 

them accounted and screwed up in belt and knapsack night and 

day, till they all bet mutinied. 

How it struck on the soldier’s ear, as he stood in rank with gun 

at the “present,” and palsied his arm, and manned anew the 

heart near choked with pipeclay. How it followed him into his 

barrack-room or his canteen, and made him there an inditer and 

preacher of treason. How it even pierced the green and blue 

coats of your constabulary and police, and nigh smashed that 

right arm of your “constitutional government.” How serenely it 
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soared above your hireling press, nor stooped to notice them. 

How it met your masked pamphleteers and exposed you – your 

landlords in their damning crimes, and made them pale – your 

merchants in their banks and counting-houses, and shook their 

bubble credit – your very jurors in their shops, and frighted 

them. 

Well, you had your bill to iron one man, if he would further dare 

to utter that voice of truth. He did utter it – you seized him. There 

was a plain case for an impartial jury. But you shrunk, 

cowardlike, from even a risk like that. No, the thing must be 

surely done, since it is to be done. How like the vulgar criminal 

you worked – bidding FRENCH to bid PONDER to bid 

HAMILTON to bid WHEELER and MONAGHAN, junior, to do 

the deed you feared yourself to do; and then banishing your 

accomplices – one to England and the other to Connaught. 

And the judges – a hungry partisan, too hungry to hide the 

palsied passion in his face, and a ci-devant Tory, turned Whig 

and Judge – none other would suit you. Well, the deed was done, 

and then – how characteristically vulgar have been all your acts? 

– You cheated his brother from seeing him; and as the common 

murderer hopes for quiet in his soul once the victim of his crime 

is hidden from the eyes of men, you hurried away stealthily your 

victim by back ways to shipboard, and sent him off any whither 

from you. 

Never, my lord assassin, was there a greater proof of the power 

of one truthful man, and the littleness, the conscious criminality, 

the conscious imbecility, of your rule. There you were, with your 

garrison in arms, your whole machinery of slaughter, and 

oppression, and resistance round about you, victorious in your 

crime, and you dared not let MITCHEL remain forty-eight hours 

in Dublin. 
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If you had, my lord – but you dared not. No, even in a lone 

island, at the far end of Ireland, in a fortalice, even there his 

presence was too much – away with him, hide him from you and 

the people whom, in him, you outraged – not till the topmast of 

the Scourge had sunk into the far Atlantic – not till the hero was 

engulfed in the illimitable mouth of ocean, with a ridge of blue 

sea running between him and the land he loved with a woman’s 

love and a man’s heroism, did you, and “the crown and 

government” of your mistress, dare to feel secure. 

And are you not secure – what, not yet? Did that not polite 

paragon of detectives, Inspector GUY, restore the imperiled 

“constitution” to its former secure basis, save the “crown and 

government” of your United Kingdom, and put it to bed, at ease 

and quiet, for a century more or so, when he entered this office, 

and took into custody some hundred weight of innocent type, as 

if there were no type in Ireland which could be made to print 

felony but that. And then, when, by your order, the same GUY 

invaded the private dwelling of a lady whom your cowardice 

had bereaved, and knocked about the furniture, and opened the 

trunks, and rummaged the clothing – were not these proofs of 

the firm, vigorous, and enlightened away of a polite and 

ameliorative nobleman. “It was a glorious victory.” 

And yet, my lord “governor,” this is not “government,” nor even 

a decent sham of “governing,” but very indecent and 

contemptible in its way. You have not conquered – in nothing 

have you conquered – least of all in conquering the felonious 

spirit and tendency of leaden type, as I mean to show you before 

you and I have done with one another. 

You have made a pirate raid upon a fallen nation, and carried 

off, by trick and stealth, a priceless genius. But you have not 

crushed felony, or terrified felons out of their wits, as you see. 

And if, my lord, we, of this paper, cannot equal our predecessor 
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in power and effect, it is the difference of talent, not of will. Yes, 

you have transported one man – but you have raised up a hero, 

a beacon-light to thousands on thousands, a true man to a nation 

lost in idol-worship, an inspiring example to a dispirited race.  

You have severed one family, but you have united millions. 

Recollect, my lord, what you found the national struggle to be – 

no struggle, but a groping of stupid, quarreling men, after the 

one ignis fatuus, who, when they crossed each other in the 

luckless hunt, exchanged fisty-cuffs, and set off again – you 

found it not alone a sham to all the world, but a stale sham; one 

side of which was a money swindle, and the other platform 

bombast. 

Well, see the change – the track which your pirate craft left upon 

the sea was followed by the weeping eyes of a people, no longer 

groping in the dark – but of a people struck with the terrible 

reality of their position – with eyes opened to their frightful 

slavery, uniting in their sorrow, in despite of “leaders,” against 

you and your nation. 

Yes! You – you have buried “Repeal” – delved it a grave, deep – 

deep as your infamy. You have sanctified Republicanism in 

Ireland, my lord – given to it the glory of sacrifice, of suffering, 

which “Repeal” had not – raised round it a halo of martyrdom, 

sure type of sanctity and eternal life. You have crowned it in the 

dock with the laurels of a conqueror. 

I put it to you, my lord, I put it to your spies, your better classes, 

your magisterial eavesdroppers, is not this the truth – is not this 

the way you have “secured the crown and government of the 

United Kingdom.” It is on the lips of every man, loyal or 

disloyal, Irish or anti-Irish, Tory or Whig, and yet, perhaps it is 

“felony” for me to write it. 
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Be it so – then you have your resource-pack. Your Attorney-

General has declared he cannot convict without packing; let him, 

therefore, “do his duty.” But what will this effect for you? – Will 

more packing, more assassinations, more transportations, 

“govern the country.” You are an overgrown schoolboy too well 

informed to believe that. No, my Lord Earl, it is not the 

banishment of ten or twenty, or ten thousand men, as felons, can 

make this nation “loyal” to your rule. Were I an Englishman, I 

would arraign you for “felony.” But, being Irish, I tell you 

neither of us are felons. You have no right to be here, and you do 

but right to prove it, and you can take no quicker or surer way 

of proving it than by jury-packing; for there are in Ireland six 

millions felons, heart and soul, and twelve of them in the box 

would not “do the Queen’s business.”  

No, it is in your bankrupt courts, in your whitewashing 

establishments, not “sanatory,” but very noxious, in 

“compounding establishments,” not medicinal, but of credit, in 

falling houses and falling natures, you must look for such. 

Well suppose them eked out, sworn and perjured – suppose a 

dozen or two more of us banished, or, for that matter hanged; 

for your farrago about capital punishments, and blood spilling, 

and the “spirit of the age,” is really very nauseous, what then – 

you have “governed the country” at last? Go the waving fields 

of wheat, and you will find blades there, some on straw, of 

vegetable matter, others on ash poles, of shining steel – go the 

districts under notice to quit, or in arrear, and by the idle spade 

in the chimney-nook, or hidden in some ditchside night hand, 

you will find, if you are cunning enough, brown barrels, with 

the stock and lock, and their owners, connected in clubs, 

meeting, thinking, brooding, looking down at the gladsome 

crops, and then up to Heaven, and then – Yes! I have lived to see 

the Irish peasant hang his weapon by his bedside, and utter that 
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most felonious prayer to GOD, by GOD’s lips taught them, 

“Give us this day our daily bread!” That country, were I not here 

to tell it you, you cannot “govern.” 

And were it not so, my lord – were Ireland cowed, broken, 

“pacificated” into a huge grave, is your “crown and 

government” secure? I will reason calmly with you – if I can. I 

will suppose my country sunk in the Atlantic, or towed away to 

the Bermudas – I will suppose that, in a financial and wealth-

producing respect, the aristocracy of your country can exist 

without her – is their “crown and government” (for their Queen 

is the mere block of a gilded symbol) – is, I say, their “crown and 

government,” for all that, secure? 

You are a well-read nobleman, no doubt – a politician who reads 

the papers, if you do not think – a diplomatist who has travelled 

Europe, if you have made little by your journeying except the 

dignity of a pamphlet peddler – a trade you hawk in largely here. 

Yet, perhaps, you can follow me, as I note down a few facts about 

your country and its relation to the rest of the world, worth 

remembering in your present position. I will for the nonce 

become one of your lordship’s “practical instructors,” and, if you 

hearken to me, perhaps not the worst of them. 

Note, then, first, that England, or “the empire,” as you please, 

has hitherto “secured” herself, or, at least, made out life tolerably 

well, not by any innate physical power of her own, not by the 

warlike spirit of her people, or the relative superiority of their 

bleeps muscles, or by their numbers – not by fertile fields or 

mines of precious metals stored in her bosom, nor yet by honesty 

or good-will, but, limited as she is in population, possessing a 

poor soil methodically cultivated, a rank rogue in character and 

fact, and hated by all people of the earth who knew her; she has 

existed 1st – by a name for “liberty” her aristocrats made out for 
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her somehow I never could discover: 2nd – by false credit made 

out of a complicated commercial system in particular, and 

robbery in general; 3rd – by keeping up a “balancing” relation 

with the tyrants of the rest of Europe, so that no matter how the 

game ran she had always partners, and partners who could play 

and pay well and ably; and fourthly – by her naturally defensible 

positions, like a redoubt to Europe, moated round with seas. 

Now, I mean to show you, my lord diplomatist, that she stands 

in Europe, in those days of political tempest, without a single 

one of these means of existence, of defence, of security – having 

not a single new one. And I do this principally for the purposes 

of convincing you and others that to transport JOHN MITCHEL, 

or any one man, and especially any one Irishman, for the 

purpose of “securing” or propping up this tumbling empire 

must have been the vengeful and purposeless act of cold-

blooded assassins – to convince you, if, indeed, you doubt the 

fact which none but a fool could doubt, that the “felony” which 

threatens, has threatened, will threaten, the security of this 

empire, until that “security” is utterly gone, until word and 

thought become act and deed, and the empire roll down, 

crashing to the earth, from pinnacle to basement – that the 

“felony” which does threaten this ruin, and will effect it, is not 

to be found in the writings of any one man, or dozen or men, in 

the acts of any one man or dozen or men, nor yet in type, nor 

printing case, nor printer’s devil, but in the crimes and infamies 

of the English aristocracy, now hated, accursed, and imbecile, in 

the plundering system of the English plutocracy, now run 

aground and bankrupt in their plunder, in the rags, the starved 

faces, the idle hands, the loosened passions of the English 

“mobocracy,” as you call that once noble people you have 

stripped, pauperised, demoralised, and now flung out of your 

factories to breathe the air, not smoke, and win the rights of 
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animals since you have refused them the rights of men – in these, 

thou English aristocrat, in the state of England’s own heart, in 

her “classes” warring for existence against each other, and 

against the people, upon whose blood and marrow they have 

lived; in her relation to the brave peoples she has basely 

subjugated; in the crimes of Hindustan – the fierce shout of 

vengeance of the Sikh and Afghan, we hear even now, booming 

gloriously from the heart of Asia to us, afflicted brothers; in the 

uprising of the Canadians, whom she can no longer cheat with a 

“constitution” out of liberty – in her relation to the rest of Europe 

– envied and hated by the Russian, outwitted in Turkey, scorned 

by the Italy she trepanned and deceived, execrated, aye, 

execrated by France – alone in Europe, without a tyranny to 

subsidise, or the means of subsidising him, haughtily jilted by 

even her old stale handmaid Spain, and defied and cursed by all 

America, wherever an Irishman has set his foot, or an English 

ship has tumbled out on her shores the Irish offal of her cannibal 

rule – alone in the world, I say, with her powerless hand 

unraised against any nation, flout, and taunt, and baulk her as it 

may, and with every nation’s hand raised against her – here, my 

lord, on the world’s whole face, in the earth’s heart, in the anima 

mundi, in the sentence of history, in the vengeance of a just God, 

and not in this paper or any other paper, or this type, or any 

other type, you will find that “felony” which is the doom of your 

empire, which you cannot incarcerate, try by a packed jury, 

chain, transport, hang, or slay. Do I speak the truth? Where, now, 

is that prestige for “liberty,” that name of “land of liberty,” that 

bombastic lie about “free institutions,” by which, for so long, 

England made a fair face to the world? In the Bermudas, my 

lord? Yes! You have set yourself in the face of Europe – not in 

array of battle, but more deadly to you, of opinion. 
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Twelve months ago, and more, what you call “liberal ideas,” that 

is, the idea that man may speak the truth in him, and yet live 

unchained, started in Rome; and spreading from the Tiber, 

saved all who received it, ruined all who opposed it; spread 

northward, and smashed Austria; southward, and freed Sicily, 

even at the expense of “the crown and government of one United 

Kingdom;” westward, and liberated France, creating one Count 

NEUILLY. 

“Freedom of political writing,” is a right, a truth, as old in 

Europe now, as fully acknowledged in Europe now, as the right 

of human existence. The smallest city of Italy, the most trifling 

state of Germany, has won that “free institution;” and it was in 

these times, in times of peace, openly and publicly before the 

earth, you ostentatiously destroyed that poor “freedom” here. 

“Land of liberty,” forsooth!  

Even the late tyranny of the French nation did not outrage God 

and justice so, as to transport, for fourteen years, a brave and 

gifted man, for writing the truth against him. No, my lord! To 

the Piombi of Venice – to that Austrian gaol of Spielberg, where 

the carcase of MARONCELLI corroded to atoms in its chains – 

to these dens of tyranny must you go to find any likeness to your 

impious rule.  

And where is the Austrian empire now? Where the tyranny of 

Lombardy? Where the jailor of Spielberg? In the Alps, my lord, 

a runaway caitiff from his capital, hiding like a brigand, as he is 

– his fairest province, his Ireland, his Italy that was now free 

from his grasp in arms – his second dependency, Hungary, no 

more dependent, but glorying in Hungarian liberty, won with 

Hungarian blood – his empire dissolved into its several just 

existences – his capital, from which he fled disguised, by stealth, 
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in the hands of his people. I wish you and yours so successful an 

escape. 

But I must close this letter. It is already over long, I fear, for those 

who will read it, besides you. Next week you shall receive some 

further practical instruction from, 

My Lord Assassin, 

Your enemy to the death, 

THOMAS DEVIN REILLY 

12, Trinity-Street, Saturday, 24th June, 1848. 
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VI. 

The French Republic 
From The Irish Felon (Vo. 2), 1st July, 1848. 

A REPUBLIC of some three moons since its birth, with its young 

armies undisciplined and untried, its system of government and 

local institutions not grown into existence, its laws unmade, its 

taxes unlifted, its fame and name unwon – resisting for three 

days and nights, in its capital’s heart, a civil war without parallel 

in history for its well-laid schemes, the bravery of its agents, the 

sweeping slaughter in which it has resulted – at once the 

conspiracy of ejected Kings, and their families, and their slaves 

– of foreign despots, and the harbourer of despots, and the 

intriguers in their pay – and of the ill-governed, starving, half-

drunken workmen, victims of monarchic times, and of the 

aristocrats of capital, for whom, and by whom, the monarchy 

existed – an infant Republic, I say, resisting all this, and resisting 

it successfully, without warning beforehand, and without 

subsequent cruelty, such is the grand spectacle, such the proof 

of the stability, strength, and justice, of democratic institutions, 

presented to the world by the late Parisian revolt. 

A defeat in Belgium upset the empire built of the crowns and 

battle-fields of Europe. An unplanned insurrection, limited to 

Paris, not half so lengthened, not one-fifth so destructive as this, 

tumbled the monarchy of Charles X, and expelled the whole of 

the elder Bourbon line. An insurrectionary riot of half an hour, 

ended the sway of eighteen years, and converted the great 
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“Orleans dynasty” into a family circle of conspirators at 

Claremont. But the attempts of foreigners, even in the heart of 

Paris, of defeated despots who lend themselves to foreigners, the 

insurrection of starving men, the barricades built for the fall of 

kings, all are alike unsuccessful, all alike vain, against a free 

state, in which every man has a vote, and every vote a gun. 

Yes, Milan, Vienna, Berlin, Palermo, wherever monarchy or vice-

monarchy existed, wherever governments constituted against 

the people’s will have come to combat with, the people’s will, 

entrenched behind a barricade, and spoken through a long 

barrel there insurrection has conquered, there despotism has not 

had even the power to resist decently; it totters, and falls, and is 

forgotten, like the dream of awaking men. The people’s will 

alone is real; built on barricades, it alone is superior to barricades. 

Yet glorious and inspiring to Republicans the world over, as this 

quelled commotion is, we cannot look on it without poignant 

regret. The Republic has conquered, but in the sad necessity of 

this conquest, in the fifteen thousand brave youths of the Garde 

Mobile, now in the grave or hospital; in the blood of the ten 

thousand workmen, the heroes who won for France, in July and 

in February, that liberty to which their own lives have been the 

first sacrifice, is the proof that poetizing is not government; that 

middle-class rule, the despotism of capital and heartless 

“economy,” either in monarchy or republic, can be sustained by 

the destruction of labour, and the slaughter of labour alone. 

The attempts of expelled kings, of the soi-disant DUC DE 

BORDEAUX, and his late father’s aide-de-camp, and serving 

men, to upset the Republic; of the self-styled COUNT NEUILLY, 

and his family circle, and banking accommodation, to retake the 

nation from which he had fled in red muffler and pen-jacket: of 

PRINCE LOUIS NAPOLEON, and his insurrection of one pistol-
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shut, to overthrow a National Assembly of the representatives 

of thirty millions, are all so ridiculous, that to baulk them it 

needed but some score of gamins to stand at the barrier, and grin. 

But in the 70,000 working men, to whom the Republic refused 

the protection of a mother, the “equality,” the right of existence 

she owed to all her children alike, to whom she refused work, 

sustenance, and life; in these, and her own criminal neglect, or 

worse than neglect, desertion of them, are the sole causes of the 

late revolt, the sole dangers which, for the present, the Republic 

has escaped, the sole agency which enabled fallen tyrants and 

foreign dynasts to cover Paris with blood, and stain with the 

stain of intestine slaughter the name of Republic. 

LAMARTINE and his coadjutors threw these men into the hands 

of the enemies of France – left them no other resource than to die 

of hunger or the bullet. He did this by converting to the sole 

benefit of the Bourgeoisie, of the middle classes of Paris, the 

revolution of February, which, like that of Italy, was the work of 

the people.  

He did this by attempting to confine to France a revolution 

intended for the world. There was Italy in arms, struggling 

against her tyrant. Half of the brave men, now slain by mutual 

hands on the streets of Paris, would have liberated her in a 

month, checked CHARLES ALBERT, enfranchised Rome, and 

split the Austrian empire from root to top. There, too was Poland 

– there Naples – there England – there Ireland; but the bankers 

and merchants of France must have peace, even a cowardly 

peace, and LAMARTINE must grind out his poetry, end ride his 

hobby. 

Well he did, and lo! He waits till the Russian agents, whom we 

should have met in Galicia, or on the Danube; till the English 

agents, whom a month or two ago he might have seized, 
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conspiring in London, or checkmated in Ireland, make the very 

capital of France the seat of war, and the very children of France 

the instruments of their own destruction. Here is punishment 

hot-foot on selfishness – a lesson future rulers of all Republics 

may not forget with impunity. 

We are not communists – we abhor communism; for the same 

reasons we abhor poor-law systems, and systems founded on 

the absolute sovereignty of wealth. Communism destroys the 

independence and dignity of labour, makes the working man a 

state pauper, and takes his manhood from him. But communism 

or no communism, those 70,000 workmen had a clear right to 

existence – they had the best right to existence of any men in 

France; and if they could have asserted that right by arms, they 

would have been fully justified. 

The social system, in which a man, willing to work, is compelled 

to starve, is a blasphemy, an anarchy, and no system. For the 

present, these victims of monarchic rule, disowned by the 

Republic, are conquered. Ten thousand are slain, twenty 

perhaps doomed to the Marquesas. But for all that, the rights of 

labour are not conquered, and will not and cannot be conquered. 

Again and again the labourer will rise up against the idler – the 

working men will meet this bourgeoisie, and grapple and war 

with them, till their equality is established not in word, but in 

existence. There will be no peace to France till this is done. She 

must either subdue the children she abandons by slaughtering 

them in her capital; or else turn them out to graze on the battle-

plains of her enemies. 

There is another lesson from this Parisian revolt. Of all the 

instances of street-fighting, this is the greatest. Seventy thousand 

men; a poor fraction of the people; disowned and opposed by 

the people, maintained against the united forces of the Republic, 
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numbering at one time 200,000 men, commanded by perhaps the 

most successful and ablest generals of Europe, a mortal combat 

of fifteen hours without yielding an inch; and maintained it with 

such success as to compel the troops, having expended all their 

ammunition, to retire, leaving cannon, and flags, and generals 

behind them, and 15,000 men dead or wounded. One may judge 

of this wondrous execution of guns from behind barricades, by 

recollecting that 15,000 men, the number put hors de combat by 

the insurgents, is exactly twice the garrison of Dublin – a fact 

worth totting up in our memory now and then. 

T.D.R 
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VII. 

“The Felon” Prosecution 
From The Irish Felon (Vo. 3), 8th July, 1848. 

Mr. Reilly has addressed the following letters to the Under-Secretary 

and the Attorney-General: - 

I. 
Mosapher Lodge, Rathmines, 6th July, 1848. 

Mr. T. Devin Reilly hereby informs the Attorney-General that he 

has this day sent the letter, of which the enclosed is a copy, to the 

Under-Secretary at the Castle.  

The Attorney-General. 

II. 
Mosapher Lodge, Rathmines, 6th July, 1848 

SIR, - I understand that a warrant has been issued for the 

apprehension of Mr. Martin, for the publication of an article, or 

articles, alleged to be felonious, in the IRISH FELON newspaper, 

to which I have hitherto been a contributor. I am, as yet, unaware 

what precise articles these are; but if I am the author of them, or 

any of them, I now hereby offer to avow the authorship, and to 

assume the entire responsibility which may devolve upon all 

connected with their publication; and to surrender myself to 

you, or to any other officer of the English government, whenever 

and wheresoever you may appoint, on the sole and express 

condition that the warrant against Mr. Martin shall be 

withdrawn, and that no prosecution shall be instituted against 

him for any past publication in THE FELON newspaper. 
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I owe it to Mr. Martin to state, that I write this letter without his 

knowledge, and I am certain, when he shall know of it, entirely 

against his wish; but I consider myself bound in justice and 

honour to adopt this course. I shall forward a copy of this note 

to the Attorney-General.  

I have the honour, &c.,  

T. DEVIN REILLY. 
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VIII. 

To His Excellency George William 

Frederick, Earl Of Clarendon, The 

English Queen’s Incarcerator-General 

And General Turnkey Of Ireland 
From The Irish Felon (Vo. 4), 15 July, 1848. 

MY LORD – You will remark that this letter is more polite than 

usual. And for three reasons – first, for that politeness is cheap, 

and that a Lord Lieutenant who will proclaim and arrest old 

women caught hawking, according to their wonted trade, in the 

public streets a mere newspaper, is a very despotic and 

desperate character, with whom one should keep their manners 

withal; second, for that I am beginning to have a sort of 

ridiculous regard for you personally, quite cognate to my own 

character; inasmuch as you have at last thrown away that sham 

about legal institutions and “courts of justice,” and have taken 

the high hand in defiance and most proper contempt for your 

“law;” and thirdly, because I can afford to be polite to you now, 

inasmuch as you are beaten. 

Yes, I say, beaten. Your “rule” in Ireland was a very fine moral 

sham while it lasted, as a moral phantasmagory. And the 

“morality” of the matter was its whole strength. With your red-

faced hirelings, whom you call “Judges,” munging 

sanctimoniously about law – with your twelve respectable 

suborned persons in the box, swearing oaths, and most 

religiously breaking them according to their conscience – your 
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usurpation here had a “cloak,” a mask, hard to make people see 

through. 

Under it you could kidnap, rob, and murder quite decently. 

Under it you kidnapped my glorious friend – under it you 

transported one young fine fellow for teaching his brethren how 

to carry the arms common to men – under it you arraigned me 

for a “crime,” and it please you, so utterly and ridiculously 

uncriminal, that even your own lawyers would not stoop to 

prosecute me. Ah! The sham was getting very contemptible – the 

veil wearing very thin. Like a high-souled Chief Governor, as 

you are, you fling it aside, and I esteem you for that. It was very 

base and contemptible, that packing of juries – that stabbing of 

men with your weapon hid under a bit of parchment. 

But I will not dwell on this subject. You have given up your 

hypocrisy; given up even the semblance of packed juries, and 

going on with your “law.” You arrested my friend, JOHN 

MARTIN, for felony, and sent him for trial – that is, this 

newspaper, for trial; for if it were not felonious, he was not a 

felon – and the matter of its felony was a question for the 

discriminating consciences of a packed jury, according to “law,” 

and not a question for you. 

But, nobly and gallantly, I must confess, you anticipated your 

packed jury, brought in a verdict of felony by yourself, and 

seized the last number – and not alone that, but even, without 

seeing this publication – without having any means of 

approximating to a guess whether or not it would contain the 

Lord’s prayer, or an alarming article by a disaffected detective, 

you have issued a proclamation against its sale, a big-lettered, 

important proclamation, headed “Clarendon, to all old women, 

&c.” And British rule, in your hands, has come to this. It is too 

good. 
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Too good, my lord. Really, it will gladden the soul of my poor 

friend, in his chains, when he shall hear you are come to fight 

with old women in the streets of Dublin – even there you may 

be beaten – they have dreadful tongues, I warn you – impar 

congressus Achillei.  

And now you have given up court and form of law, and all 

semblance of legitimate “governing.” You, a constitutional 

Whig, have had recourse to house-breaking, domiciliary visits in 

the night time, and “illegal” seizures of effects, to sustain your 

rule. So weak is it, that you, worshipping from your infancy, of 

course, as enlightened Whig noblemen do, “freedom of opinion” 

and “freedom of discussion,” yet have had to stoop to swindling 

to suppress this paper. You take our money for our stamps, and 

then our stamps – even one of your shop-keeping jurors would 

blush at the imputation. However, I notice in it that defiance of 

all morality, and appearance of morality, that bold, unmasked 

tyranny, which promises well for my country. 

Yes! You cannot stop now. Oh, my lord; rule this nation while 

you can, in the way you have at last begun openly to rule it. 

While it submits to it, it deserves it; and you are quite right in 

the course you are pursuing. Suppress opinion; swindle 

newspapers; seize presses; prevent and disperse meetings; 

permit no Irishman to utter a word or write a syllable which may 

displease you. We have no right to utter or write here: “freedom 

of the press” is one of the British “palladiums” which you can 

suspend, retain, and put by, whenever you please; and I am 

delighted it is gone at last. 

Now nothing remains for those would make their thoughts 

known in this country but to speak them with their arms in their 

hands. Drive them to that, my lord, and I will worship you. 

Reply to every argument with the policeman’s baton – to every 
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question of right with the bayonet. Beat, trample on, lash into 

human passion the pallid and nerveless population of this city. 

Prick them till they wince; and beat the fools about the noddle 

till they recover reason; flog them at the triangle; drag them in 

the gutter; decorate them with the pitch cap, and let the lamp 

posts bear their wonted vintage; till at last they be compelled to 

escape agony by squelching you as a hideous nuisance – to take 

you by the neck, tyranny, gaoler, assassin, and hurl you and 

your “dominion” off this Irish soil into the sea. 

You are hurrying to that fast; and do not let me stop you, my 

lord. Leave no act of tyranny undone, no scheme of outrage 

untried, to drive this forlorn people to that – then “you will have 

them,” as the Times says; or else – they you. 

And it is a mighty stake you put upon this chance. Think of it: 

the whole British empire, from Irish landlord to English cotton-

spinner, with all its convolutions of class and grade in man-

driving; from the serf in Connaught to the serf in Hindustan, 

with all the intermediate contortions of human suffering, in 

every corner of the earth; all now depending for their fall on the 

work of your hands. 

Really, my lord, I covet your position by times. Standing amid 

the ruins of this accursed empire, some gladsome man, in ages 

hereafter, will surely discover you were its most mortal enemy. 

He may speculate whether you were really, or not, an “agitator” 

in disguise, or else an agent of Russia – but this he will find, that 

you were the first to knock a prop from under the crutched 

Colossus, and bring it rolling, heaving into fragments to the 

earth. 

He will find, moreover, that you were either a traitor to your 

own nation; or else, a mere imbecile, made by circumstances, 

and moved to action by appearances – and yet he will draw this 
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moral from it all, that in every breath that moves of Irish air, in 

every outrage of your agents, in every “Mistake” of your 

conclave, in every arrest, in the very men you imprison – in 

every attempt to turn the key upon a nation, and lock “treason” 

up, till it well out from your gaols – in every move of the people, 

in all the bustling, heaving hither and thither, in all the 

convulsion which may intervene between this and your fall, 

come when it may – the man you have kidnapped has conquered 

you, he who said, “I will take their British empire by the throat, 

and throw it.” 

My lord, if that is about to come to pass, as I think it is, I would 

wish, with your leave, to wait for it; and if this letter be not 

felonious, as I think it is not – as I hope it is not, for the sake of 

others – you may not hear from me in this manner again. I do 

not fear or covet the inside of a gaol, or the deck of a transport 

hulk; and I have shown you that already. Now, it seems to me – 

and, you know, we have no secrets – that every man who is fit 

for any thing, ought to stay out; and I mean to stay out.  

Of treason and felony, enough has been written for the present. 

It has done its work right well; but “brevier leads” are not the 

leads to take down a battalion withal; nor yet are “minion” and 

“nonpareil” the “leading columns” on which I wish to stake my 

liberty and life, or on which my liberty or life lost would be of 

the highest service to my country. 

And now, my lord, good-bye. Adieu. I take my leave, not 

without regret, of a nobleman with whom I have carried on a 

correspondence, to me truly agreeable – a correspondence which 

I may possibly renew, if there be a necessity. But our present 

parting has this additional element of regret – that, as I have said, 

I was beginning to have a sort of regard for you, for the open 
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slap-dash style of tyranny upon which you have entered. I am 

sure I shall think more highly of you as you proceed. 

Possibly we may never meet; but should your present course 

bring us into closer collision than may be agreeable to either of 

us, I shall have the pleasure of knowing that courtesy has not 

been wanting on my part. There is now a pitched battle between 

you and my country; and, as the knights of old used to couch 

lance in grace, before they couched in earnest; as in the 

tournament of the ring, the brawny boxer grips his foeman’s 

hand before he squares to action – so, as one humble Irishman, 

would I now beg your lordship to accept the considerations of 

distinguished respect, with which I have the honour to be, my 

lord, 

Your mortal enemy, 

THOMAS DEVIN REILLY 

July 14th, 1848. 

  

 

 

 


